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Gymnasts Flip Over CSCSB
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Governor Signs Standardized
Testing Bill
The PawPrint h published
every Tuesday except holiday
weeks, final exam weeks, and
during quarter breaks by the
Associated Student Body of
Caiifornia State Coilege, San
Bernardino.
The PawPrint is located jn
the Student Union Building at
5500 State Coliege Parkway,
San Bernardino, CA 92407.
The office phone number is
(714)887-7497.
All opinions expressed, inciuding editoriais, are those of
the author and do not
necessarily represent the
views of The PawPrint, the
Associated Student Body, the
Administration of CSCSB, or
the Office of the Chanceilor.
Advertising requests should
be directed to the Business
and Advertising Manager. The
block advertising deadline is
Wednesday, two weeks prior
to publication. Full page and
insert advertisers should call
as early as possible to reserve
space and issue.
Classified ads are .ree to
students and staff of CSCSB.
Deadline for classified ads is
Wednesday, one week prior to
publication.
Ail advertising
received after the deadline
dates will go on a "space;
available" basis.
Copy Deadlines. Articles
submitted by campus depart
ments,
clubs,
offices.
Reader's Forum letters, and
any miscellaneous articles for
publication, must be received
by Wednesday, two weeks
prior to publication. Ail copy
must be typewritten, doublespaced on 60 space lines.
Special copy paper will be pro
vided on request.
Reader's Forum letters
should be addressed to the
Editor, The PawPrint. Letters
may be on any subject but may
not exceed one and one-half
typewritten pages, doublespaced, on 60 space lines.
Priority will be assigned to
those letters concerned with
campus issues.
Letters that attack any in
dividual may be held until the
recipient of the attack has
been notified so that a
response may be printed in the.
same issue. All letters must inelude a handwritten signature
and the address and phone
number of the writer. Names
will be withheld on request.
The PawPrint reserves the
right to edit all copy to comply
with space requirements, libel
laws, and good taste.

Editor-in-Chief, Jeanne Houck
Associate Editor, Dorothy Glover
Business Manager, Denise Ord
Advertising Manager, Dell Yount
Art Editor, Jana Ondrechen
Music Co-Editors,
C. LeBaigue and C. Teilalis
Theatre Arts Editor, Angle Lavin
intramurals Editor, Tammy Saiyer
Photo Editor, Jay Engers
Secretary, Jodie Hickman

Landmark leglslation,which for the first time
opens up the books of the
standardized testing com
panies, has been signed by
the Governor.
Authored by Senator
John Dunlap (D-Napa), SB
2005 requires producers of
standardized tests to
disclose both detailed
financial and "truth-intesting" information to
students, independent
researchers and the public.
Sponsored by the UC
Student Lobby, SB 2005 re
quires testing corporations
to disclose:
—copies of old tests which
are equivalent in content to
those tests currently in
use, and the corresponding
correct answers;
—technical data bearing
on the quality and validity
of the tests;
—reports on the predicability and standard error

As postsecondary
education institutions have
become
increasingly
reliant on test scores for
admission and placement
purposes, a number of
significant issues have
arisen about test validity,
reported cultural bias,
of the tests;
—financial data detailing
test costs and revenues:
—all available "truth-intesting" information to
both students and Califor
nia postsecondary educa
tion institutions that use
the tests.
"Every high school,
college, and graduate stu
dent in California is virtual
ly at the mercy of standard
ized tests," said UC Stu
dent Lobby Co-Oirector
Bret Hewitt. "Our hope is
that SB 2005 wilt help both
students and the public to
understand the shortcom
ings of these tests."

alleged excessive costs,
and domination of the in
dustry by one testing agen
cy.
Most of the tests are
produced by the Educa
tional Testing Service (ETS)
which controls about 80%
of the testing market.
Tests manufactured by
ETS include the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT), the
Law School Admissions
Test (LSAT), and the
Graduate Record Exam
(GRE).
Other tests regulated
by SB 2005 include the
Medical College Admis
sions Test (MCAT) and the
American College Testing
admissions test (ACT).
"ETS is accountable
to no outside or public
agency," Dunlap said, "and
the monopolistic power It
wields over the lives of
mHlions and the revenues
and political power it

generates for itself shows
a private industry accoun
table to nobody but itself."
"In the past decade,"
Dunlap added, "increasing
reliance by colleges and
graduate schools on test
scores has triggered a
matching concern about
the consequences of that
reliance on equality of op
portunity."
Commenting after the*^
Governor's signing, Hewitt
said, "This is the first step
in exerting some control
over the standardized tests
which have been controll
ing students' lives for far
too long. The time has
come to put these tests in
proper perspective in our
educational systems."
SB 2005 will become^
law on January 1, 1979,
although it was the
Legislature's intention that
its provisions apply to the
current year as well.

Fall Festival Scheduled
The annual Fall Festival
will be held Thursday, October 19.

10:50...

Announcements of the Days Events

10:55...

Around the Corner Band

11:30...

Carolee Kent

12:00...

MENC Dixieland Jazz Band

12:30...

Christian Life Cake Walk

1:10...

Around the Corner Band

1:30...

Christian Life Cake Walk

1:55...

Cai State Acrobatics Club

2:30...

Around the Corner Band

2:45...

Christian Life C^ke Walk

3:25...

Carolee Kent

3:45...
4:45...
9:00-1:00.

Around the Corner Band
Pretzels and Popcorn in the Pub
Dance in the Student Union, music provid
ed by DJ from radio station KMEN. Bring
your favorite dancing tunes for him to play
for you.

Carolee Kent
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Learning Center
Rain Check
Since CSCSB students
didn't get the day off on
Columbus Day, we will get
four days off over the
Thanksgiving weekend.

Library Seminars
The Library will present a
seminar on "Taking
Objective Exams" next
Monday at 3 and 5 p.m. in
LC 37.

The Learning Center will
present two seminars this
week; one on "Reference
Materials" today, and
another on "Periodical
Research: Indexes and
Abstracts" this Thursday.
Both seminars will begin at
3 p.m. and again at 6 p.m. in
LC 130.

Idi Amin's Former Minister of
Heaith Speaks at Rediands
by Mike Rodriguez

To some foreigners he
appears a hapless "buf
foon," but for 12 million
Ugandans, Idi
Amin
qualifies as nothing less
than a murderer. This, ac
cording to Henry Kyemba,
former Minister of Health
under Amin, provides an
apt account of the present
Ugandan ruier.
Speaking before a group
of about 300 persons at the
University of Rediands
Memorial Chapel, the
39-year-old
Kyemba
described conditions in
Uganda since Amin gained
power in 1971. Citing
events that compare "only

to the Holocaust," Kyemba
concluded his presentation
with a plea for American
moral support, specifically
through a U.S. boycott of
Ugandan goods.
Kyemba spoke from a
"sense of duty to my coun
trymen" and noted that
Uganda "once was one of
the most advanced coun
tries in Black Africa" has
been transformed to a
"country in despair" under
the Amin regime.
Recruited by the British
Colonial Army, which
sought "people physically
fit and absolutely empty
upstairs," said Kyemba,
Amin was appointed com

Financial Aid Booklet
by David Levy

This year, for the first
time the California Student
Aid
Commission
Is

publishing a California Stu
dent
Financial
Aid
Workbook, a 24-page
booklet designed to help

NoOn6 Committee Meets

charges were brought and
a two-stage court hearing,
The Cal State No On 6
with judicial review, would
Committee held its first
be used in dismissal
meeting October 6 in the
cases."
>
Student Union. Composed
Opponents of Prop. 6
of concerned members of
believe
that It would violate
the campus community,
constitional
rights, in
the committee is opposed
cluding
free
speach
and
to Proposition 6 — also
the
"innocent
until
proved
known as the "Briggs In
guilty" principle.
itiative."
They are also concerned
In an opening statement,
with
the potential financial
. committe chairman Terry
Impact
of the measure. A
w Dickison said "The pur
legislative analyst has
pose of forming the No on 6
estimated that the court
Committee is because it is
hearings the initiative
an issue that affects
would require would cost
everyone, not just gay peo
from $3000 to $4000 each.
ple."
Those against Prop 6 cite
According
to
the
the expenses the expenses
statewide No On 6
that would be incurred in
organization, "Prop. 6
employing substitutes for
would prohibit the hiring
suspended school person
and would require the firing
nel.
of public school teachers,
The No On 6 Committee
teacher's aides, school ad
is organizing a panel
ministrators or counselors
for advocating, soliciting, - discussion on the propos
ed initiative, which will
imposing, encouraging or
take place on October 26.
promoting homosexual
An. informal panel discus
acts in a manner likely to
sion
in the Lower Com
come to the attention of
mons
is planned for a later
other
employees
or
date.
In
addition. No On 6
students. Local school
will
have
an information
boards would determine
table
at
the
Fall Festival.
fitness for teaching if
by Jana Ondrechen

Amin began resenting the
advice of his cabinet ^nd
replacing it with people
"utterly incapable ofrunnlng the government," ac
cording to Kyemba. Amin's
replacements consisted of
former car and garbage
truck drivers.
"Unfortunately Amin's
actions were not limited to
irresponsible appoint
ments. He is also responsi
ble for some Vz million kill
ings in Uganda since he
has been in power," said
Kyemba. While remarking
that Amin "enjoys seeing
people being shot", Kyem
ba noted that many of his
victims Include professors.

mander of the Military.
After Uganda gained in
dependence from the
British, Amin rose to power
using the military force
available to him as com
mander of the army.
Following Amin's ascen
sion to power in 1971,
Kyemba was appointed
permanent secretary to the
office of the president and
secretary to the cabinet. It
was from these positions
that Kyemba was able to
witness first-hand Amin's
way of running the govern
ment.
It was not until 1974
when Kyemba became
Minister of Health, that

lecturers and students.
It is because of these
senseless killings that
Kyemba has become a
critic of Amin, In hopes of
securing moral support for
his people in ridding
themselves of Amin.
"We need your moral
support; we know we can't
have physical bodies,"
Kyemba stated. Moral sup
port would involve a
boycott of Ugandan goods
in hopes of collapsing the
already
floundering
economy of Uganda under
Amin.

Available

people find their way
through the complex pro
cess of applying for
assistance.
Although written primari
ly for California high
school seniors and their
families, the Workbook can
also be used by college
students and adults who
wish to apply for aid in
order to attend a college or
vocational school in this
state. A Spanish edition
will be available to help
students from families with
a limited command of
English.
The Workbook compares
costs of attending private
and public schools and col

leges in California. Further,
the
booklet
shows
students and their families
what the state and most
schools expect parents to
be able to contribute
toward their dependents'
education. It also explains
the various sources of
financial aid — state,
federal, college and private
organizations. There is also
a section on student loans
— opportunities and pit
falls.
The Financial Aid Office
(In Student Services
Building Room 144) will
have the Workbook in late
October for distribution to
all interested students.

Cal Grant "A" applicants

are no longer required to
submit scores from the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
(SAT). Cal Grant "A" win
ners will be selected this
year on the basis of grade
point average and financial
aid eligibility only.
The Student Aid Applica
tion for California (SAAC)

which can be used by
students to apply for aid
from the State and federal
governments and from all
public and most indepen
dent schools and colleges
in California will be
distributed by the Financial
Aid Office beginning in ear
ly November.

Escape
Escape is sponsored by the AS, the Activities Resource
Center, and the Physical Education department. The pur- pose of Escape is to provide students with "the oppor
tunity to learn about, and discover California's outdoors
while participating in leisureiime activities." The follow
ing activities are scheduled for this fall:
Escape to — Santa Anita, November 4. See the race
from docker's Corner on the home stretch. Register Oc
tober 11 - November 1. A Chartered bus will depart the
main lot at 10:30 a.m. and cost is $5 perperson. Coor
dinator: Richard Bennecke.
Escape to — Mammoth Ski Resort, December 10-14.
Register October 15 - December 1. The cost Is $42 per per
son and includes four nights lodging and transportation
by van and carpool. Limit: 30 people. Coordinator: Joe
Long.
Escape to — Backpack Trip. Register as soon as possi
ble for this trip into local San Bernardino mountain
wilderness area. Details available upon registration.
Escape to — Ocean Fishing, November 11. Cost is $10.
Coordinator: Joe Long. Registration for all Escape Pro
grams at the Student Union Reception Desk.
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STUDENT UNION OF THE
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE. SAN BERNARDINO
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1978

The following reports are required to be published at the beginning of
each fail term.

REVENUE
Fund transfers - Chancellor's office
Vending machine commissions
Interest
Lease of facilities to Associated Student Body of the Califor
nia State College. San Bernardino
Rentals
Custodian service

ASSOCIATED STUDENT BODY OF THE
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, SAN BERNARDINO
SCHEDULE OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1978
REVENUE
Student fees
. Student activities
Interest

BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE

$ 80,958
12,132
954

$ 80,938
12,770
1,376

20
(638)
(422)

94,044

95,084

(1.040)

Total Revenue

$63,998
2.157
1,398
3.233
300
540

Total Revenue

71,626

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages
Employee benefits
Repairs and maintenance
Utilities
Supplies and services
Travel
Accounting
Insurance
'
Property improvements
, Program
Equipment
Equipment - initial furnishings

9.075
625
550
3.311
4.343
56
2,830
2.843
11.803
2.621
1.663
34.919

»
'

•

Total Operating Expenses

EXPENDITURES
Associated Student Gov't. - personnel
Associated Student Gov't, -operating
Activities committeeLease union activities
Summer activities
Educational opportunity program.'
Players of the Pear Garden
Music department
Publication board
Sports committee
Ski rental
Publicity committee
Art department
Intro '77
Senior class party
Learning center
Financial aids
Child care
Outdoor leisure
Student services committee
Contingerlfcy
Unallocated fees

20,942
22,110
16,306
4,499
1,048
1,000
•
1,500
1,700
. 16,927
' 2:880
400
745
400
1,525
1,800
250
3,000
2,894
5,706
575
85
2,612

19,952
20,821
15,967
4.498
1,048
992
1,500
'1,699
15,319
2.876
34
736
400
1,290
1,118
235
2,500
2,894
5,683
87

108,904

99,649

9.255

($14,860)

($4,565)

($10,295)

Total Expenditures
EXCESS OF EXPENDITURES OVER
REVENUE

990
1.289
339
1
8

•

74.639

EXCESS EXPENSES OVER REVENUE FROM OPERATIONS

($3,013)

There was no deficit. Excess of expenditures over current year Income was paid
out of prior year budget.

1
, 1,608
1
n
366
9
235
682
15
500
23
488
85
2,612

Ttiere was no deficit. Excess of expenditures over current year income was paid
out of prior year budget.

EXHIBIT "B"

FOWPATIQII F<« THE CALIFORHIA STATE C0LLE6E. SAM BERNARDINO
CHILD DEVELOPMEHT CEIfTER
STATEHEWT OF REVENUES AND EXPEHSES BY PROCRAH
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1978

PROGRAM I
CHILD CARE

PROCRAH 11
INFANT CARE

$32,126
1,566
4,146
2,085
1.911

$6,595
998
2,a5
477
362

Total Revenues

41.834

10.877

EXPENSES
Salaries
Director
Teacher
Student aesistants
Staff benefits
Instructional supplies and booka
Food services
Insurance
Telephone
Custodial services
Professional fees
Equipment
Lease
Indirect costs
Travel and conferences
Hiscellaneous

7,33!
11,802
2,629
4,220
747
693
702
196
707
513
2,407
1,350
2,521
244
139

3,675
3,968
2,080
1,943
533
280
472
267
772
363
499
1,233
1,479
116
12

36.201

17.892

$5,633

($7,015)

REVENUES
State Apportionswnc
Donations - Associated Student Body
Parents' fees
'Miscellaocous
Food

Total Expenditures
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES
(EXPENDITURES OVER REVENUES)

J

EXHIBIT "C"
rOUMDATIOW FOR THE CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE. SAH BEMiMIDltlO

The acconpanying notes are an integral
part of the financial stateswnts.

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

-

AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1978

EXHIBIT "8-

TOTAL

BOOKSTORE

FOOD
SERVICE

$508,709

$479,537

$29,172

COST OF SALES

348.982

348.982

GROS^ PROFIT

159.727

130.555

GROSS SALES AND COMHISSICWS

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages
Student payroll
Payroll taxes
Employee benefits
Rent
Depreciation
Repairs
Utilities
Insurance
Dues and travel
Freight out
Accounting
Postage
^
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
OTHER INCOME
Interest
Miscellaneous
NET INCOME

PoraiMTlOH F(» THE CALIFORNIA STATE CfiTtPrtCi SAN BEnURDIHO
STATPSNT Of CHANGES IN rUND BALANCES
POR THE YEAR EHIffiD JUHK 30, 1978

29.172

64,242
3,6B7
4,539
8,803
159
4,612
4,004
3,943
3,878
995
2,351
3,790
1.585
6.723

57,528
3,687
4,539
8,803
39
4,612
2,261
1,218
3,878
995
2,351
3,790
1,585
6.309

6,714

113.311

101.595

11.7U

46.416

28.960

17.451

12C
1,74;
2,72f

BALANCE. BEGIHMINC OF YEAR
INCREASES
Net incoae froa euziliacy activitiei - EKhihit "C
Groaa indirect cost rel^urseaeati
Inveataent and interest incoae
Grants
Donations
Special prograaa
Hiscellaneous
Transfers froa other funds
Equipaent acquisitions
Total Increases

iU

8,775
3.409
12.184

7,661
3.409
11.070

1,11'

$58,600

$40,030

$18,57'

1,11'

Grant expenditures
AdainistratlTe cents
Scholarships
College support activities
Transfer to State College
Hiscellaneous
Transfers to other funds.
Equipaent dispositions
Total Oecteaaea
NET CHAN<a IN FtWP BALANCES
BALANCE. END OF YEAR

The accoapanying notes ace an Integral
part of the financial stateaeott.

The-PawPrlnt, October 17,1978

AUXILIARY
DESiaiATED ACTIVITIES
Fum
FUND

TOTAL

OHERAL
FWD

S90S.22.3

$24,490

$36,616

35,159
4,457

2,188

58,600
35,159
19,631
364,841
38,090
31,065
17,623
4,273
786
570.088
411,224
38,172
33,799
55,293
4.159
6,221
4,273
1.668

S253.787

RESTRICTED
FUND

EHDOWENT
FUND

S308.714

$262,968

$18,648

58,600

2,663

9,550
16,716
13,998
•4,273

42.279

46.725

364,841
24,799
14,369
962

58.600

404.971

12,986
3,741

16.727

786

411,224

38,172
44,308
4,159

160

24,799
10,985

9,000

5,690
4,273

371

456.971

9,371

(52.0001

7.356

1,668

554.809

38.332

44.308

4.159

15.279

3.947

2.417

54.441

$920,502

$28,437

$39,033

$308,228

1 iiiji •

$256,714

$270,324

1.668
(882)
$17,766

^5

The Bike Way
Ackley Receives Grant From

Skateboard
Bicycles
10% Discount

National Strategy

with student or staff ID
Bicycles sates & services-repair all makes

Information Center

Peugeot & Azilie 10 speeds
215 E. 40th St., San Bernardino
883-5423

by Patty Wagner

Richard Ackley, pro
fessor of Poiitlcal Science,
has received a $300 grant
from the National Security
and Defense Strategy
Ciass. This is the fourth
consecutive year that
Ackley has been awarded
this grant.
The $300 grant provides
additional
teaching
materials for Political
Science 484.
One asset provided by
the grant is the ability to
purchase subscriptions to
thirteen defense related
journals for the library.
Honorariums for guest
speakers are, aiso, partially
covered by this grant. In
the past, the grant has pro
vided for guest speakers
such as Avigdon Haselkov,
Professor William R. Van
Cleave and Dr. Don
Waibok.

ShearWood
TOTAL SYMPHONY

I\) TACiAL.e
PEQiCUa.^

$

Bepy

4132

I

Vt BLOCK NO. OF 40tfl
SAR BIRHARilRO

i

PERNAAigeKrr WAVING

(SOSTDM OOLOR.

HAJ15 curnFifr

SIERRA WAY

in-4431

BANKAMEMCARD
MASTER CHARQE

Hanson's Liquor
Closet Liquor to Cai State

753 West 40th
(40th and North "E")

ys.e^

882-5613

SALES

If you are 18 years or older and
desire a good income, your choice
of hours and a meaningful job in
sales during this school year, call
Keith Guise. CLU 889-0191 or
825-6233. The quiet Company.
Northwestern Mutuaj Life.

J* J-^i

iNiCC^ggS ~W|

BLCW DBS'

Richard Ackley

INSURANCE SALES

HAIR
FASHIONS

The quiet company, Northnvesiem Mutuai Life
has new opportunities in San Bernardino
-Riverside Counties. We offer a sales career
and outstanding training, if interested, we wiii
iisten to your objectives and put you through
extensive selection interviews. Contact Keith
Guise, CLU at 889-0191 or 825-6233. 242 N. Ar
rowhead Ave.. San Bernardino.

Typing
Experienced Typist
will be glad to do your papers

Mrs. Smith, 886-2509

Photo by Lloyd Caldway

TYPING
Reasonable
888-3320 or 883-2013

THE HAPPY BOOKER
Peterson Bros. Bookstore
NEW-USEO RARE-OUT OF PRINT
267 East 40th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92404
(714) 883-6110

FRIDAY, OCT. 20, 1978
HOYT AXTOU IS CONCERT AT THE

CONTACT LENS
WEARERS

BEAIMS' IE#8

Contact Lens Supply Center

320 so. -E" ST, S\N BERNAROINO. CA f?I4i HB5-4660

K-IIOnEY

Fin 91

341 E. Camelback
Phoenix, Arizona 65012

ATTENTION
PLEDGES

O

w

£ or

« o^

u- clci.

ALPHA
KAPPA
The Hoyt Azton Show
featuring
Hoyt and The Banana Band
Two Shows — 9 p.m. & 11:30 p.m.
$6.00 per person - per show Greati Back Dollar • Joy To The World
JeremUb Was A Bull Fr^ - When The ICorning Comes
Boney Fingers • Flash of Fire

Make Your Reservations Nowf

PS!
RUSH PARTY
October 21

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH

8:00 P.M.

Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.

CALL
887-7531

(offer expires Dec. 31,1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073
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The Students International Meditation Society (SIMS club) will present a

Capture The Sparkle of
Her Love . . .
Above an, a diamond ring means love, Come in and see our
many expressions of iove. Well help you select the ring
that best expresses yours.
See our complete collection.

SA/I/ BERNAROm S FINEST JEWELERS SINCE 1928

Cenfral City Mall • Lower Lev^ • Telephone: 884-9312
Master Charge Q Personal Charge D American Express Q VISA

free lecture on TM and TM-SldhI programs on Thursday at noon and 8
p.m. In LC-271. "Knowledge is structured In Consciousness" — Anne
Sheperd, trained teacher of TM. All welcome .. .There will be a Sociology
Club organizational meeting this Thursday noon in the Student Union
Senate Chambers. Mel Hawkins is the faculty advisor... This is an open
invitation to ail students to join the M.E.C.H.A. student front. Chicanos
and ail Latino students are especially encouraged to join and attend the
meetings. Meetings are held weekly on Wednesday in LC 219 at noon.
Presently M.E.C.H.A. Is getting organized for this year's coming ac
tivities. M.E.C.H.A. needs people to join some committee's such as: stu
dent recruitment, public relations, community projects and political involvment committees. Members are also needed to attend several up
coming M.E.C.H.A. state conferences. Ail interested students should at
tend a meeting or contact Debbie Tamayo at 887-7418. Gracias ... The In
ternational Club will hold its first meeting along with a film presentation
on October 24 at 2 p.m. in the SUMP. Students from ait academic fields
are invited to attend. Fundamentally, the international Club seeks to fur
ther the students knowledge of the cultures, arts, history and politics of
other nations. The club's functions feature a host of events which range
from international concerts, dinners, internationally known speakers,
films and climaxing with the Model United Nations, to be held this April
in Los Angeles. The MUN is an annual event which attracts the interna
tional Clubs of Colleges and Universities from Seattle to San Diego. This
once-in-a-life opportunity allows the students to participate in an en
vironment very similar to that of the United Nations. All expenses for this
4 day event are paid by the club. This is an excellent opportunity for
students to broaden their knowlege and interest In all aspects of the In
ternational scene. If you cannot attend the first meeting call Brij Khare at
887-7238.

Ask a ^estion about money.
Well give you a full fep<xrt.
if you have a financial question you'd like answered,
Bank of America is the place to come.
j|; in fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.
•; r
because our Consumer Information Reports cover
a iwde variety of banking subjects. Including, "A Guide to Checks
and Checking"- "How to Establish Creditr "Ways to Finance an
Educationr "Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18^ and more.
The^re free at our branches.

Of course, we offer a wide variety of other banking serrices •;; j
you might find useful. Like College Plan*^ Checking. And if yoMl
qualify Student BankAmericard® Visa® and Instant Cash
overdraft protection.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the more
likely you are to bank wirii the bank that can do you the most good.
Quite a few Califomians think that's us. And we're hoping you'll
come to the same conclusion.
Depend on us. More CaHfomia college students do.

BANKOP AMERICA ra
^
|:A

% '?• I"' '•
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Student Position
now available on
Student Union Board of Directors

CALL

5s

Dean Of Students Office
887-7524

Vivien Leigh:A Biography

GREAT LOOKS IN HAIR
is proud to present

Campus Cut

by Anne Edwards
(Simon & Schuster)

HAIRS
by John Herrick

Film biography is a notoriously petty genre. Authors who treat the
lives of motion picture celebrities end up perpetuating myths (re: Hum
phrey Bogart as the rugged individualist) or engaging in sensationaiistic
expose (such as the recent biography by Robert LaGuardia of Mont
gomery Clift). Usually, even the best examples of the form are a mixture
of anecdotes, critical appraisals of the artist's work, and two-cent
speculation as to a performer's artistic motivation. Happily, the newest
biography of Vivien Leigh, one of the most famous personages of the
silver screen, commits none of these errors.
Vivien Leigh was one of the greatest celebrities in motion picture
history in an era when Hollywood screen stars were looked upon in
America as royalty was In Europe. She was, perhaps, the most physically
beautiful human being ever filmed. Her exceptional talent was displayed
in roles ranging from the mercurial and calculating Scarlett O'Hara, and
the suppressed psychosis of Blanche DuBols, to the desperate, middleaged Mrs. Treadwell. Her marriage to Laurence Olivier attracted interna
tional attention and her untimely death at the age of 54 saddened
millions. The immensity of her public Image makes the task of a
biographer all the more difficult.
,
i .
Anne Edwards has managed to recount the life of Vivien Leigh m a
straight-forward and entertaining manner. Relying on interviews with
family and friends, and Leigh's personal papers, she offers the reader an
honest and unbiased account of the actress's professional and private
life. Vivien Leigh's birth and early childhood in India, her attendance at
an Anglican finishing school in England, the early professional suc
cesses culminating in Gone With The Wind, her marriages to Leigh,
Holman and Oliver which ended in divorces, and the extensive string of
artistic achievements which she realized on the stage and screen, are
described in a manner which does justice to both the biographer and her
subject matter.
If any one character emerges in the portrait painted of Leigh, it is cer
tainly that of one of the tragic heroines she played so often. Early in her
life, it became apparent that Vivien Leigh was suffering from manic
depression. Given the state of psychology as a therapeutic science at
the time, and the prevailing attitudes toward mental illness, there was lit
tle that could be done to obviate the periodic fits of violence and selfdestruction from which she suffered. The fact that she was able to lead a
productive life at all was amazing, to do so In the public limelight was a
testament to the supreme strength of her personality.
Perhaps the greatest merit of the book is that Edwards has dispenses
with sensationalism where there is ample opportunity for mukraking.
Leigh and Oliver met and carried on an affair when both were involved In
disintegrating marriages. Vivien's depressive phases many times
created awkward and humiliating situations for herself and her friends.
Her relationships with her colleagues were occaissionally neither har
monious nor particularly cordial. In discussing these sensitive areas, Ed
wards has eschewed gossip for facts and dealt with the probems
discretely and In good taste.
An interesting sidelight In the book is the*impressions one receives of
Laurence Olivier. Knighted and Installed as a member of the House of
Lords in Parliament, Oliver has succeeded in maintaining a distance bet-^
ween himself and his public even to this day. For the first time, he
emerges as a flesh and blood human being, sensitive and caring, but
with an all-consuming ambition to be recognized as the greatest actor In
the English-speaking world, a position many feel he has attained. His
devotion to Vivien Leigh, even in the darkest periods of her Illness, Is
touching and inspiring; only when he nears a nervous breakdown himself
does he realize that their marriage can no longer continue.
With the priodic re-issuing of "Gone With The Wind", succeeding
generations of Americans are captivated by the stunning screen
presence of Vivien Leigh. A work capturing the strength and determina
tion of Leigh not only to survive, but flourish while shackled by the
debilitating effects of mental illness, has been long overdue. Anne Ed
wards has succeeded In filling the void.

GREAT CAESAR'S
Shags-Layer Cuts
Perms
HAIRSTYLING
280 W. Highland

CALL

882-9119
ACROSS FROM I.H.O.P.

SPEND A WEEK
AT SEA
SAIL THE CARRIBBEAN
ON THE
M/S STARWARD
Aug. 18 thru 25, 1979
Special Cal-State-Air/Sea group rate
$925 per person
Escorted by Art & Jan Moorfield
Call Jan today for reservations

350 West 5th St. SAN BERNARDINO, OA 92401
PHONE (714) 889-0024 or 824-3063

NORWEQIAN
REGISTRY
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Acrobatics Club

by M. M. Peters

Attention all interested students! Have you heard
about the Acrobatics Club on campus? One does exist.
The club is open to any interested student with or
without previous experience. The club is currently
meeting with the Trampoline and Stunts class on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 7-9:30 p.m.
The Acrobatics Club, organized last year, is
"springing" off to a great start. Debbie Nelson a hew
lecturer in the Physical Education Department, is
teaching the evening Trampoline and Stunts class and
sponsoring the club. Nelson has had a wide variety of
experience in the area of gymnastics. She has coached
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high school teams, three of whicti have done well In
state competitions; college teams, one of which went
to National competitions, and private clubs. Nelson
feels that the members are there "to learn, to
demonstrate, and to socialize."
•
The club will be a non-competitive unit. Its members
will be performing purely for the enjoyment of the
spectator. Their first performance is on Thursday,
October 19 at 2:15 p.m., and it will be held off campus.
{No other performances have been scheduled at this
time). Depending on the facilities they will use tumbling
mats, uneven parallel bars, vaults, balance beams, and
trampolines.
The president of the Acrobatics Club is Howard Sulkln.
His enthusiasm has made him the major recruiter for
the club. At the present there are 13 CSCSB students
Involved: Daniel Bachtelle, Joyce Becton, Lantlce
Bernard, Larry Craddick, Luz Gonzalez, Mike Grazladel,
Cynthia Groce, Diane Matthews, Ric Maxfield, Laura
Myerchin, Steve Ramras, Jim Smith and Cindy Weltner.
Nelson hopes the club will help the sport grow at Gal
State. "In the future I hope to expand demonstrations,
club membership and skill level."

Photos by Dorothy Glover

Anyone Can Make Promises
"Anyone can make promises. I can produce; week after week after
week."
So went the campaign statement of last spring made by our current
AS President Sydneye Moser-James. But has Moser-James produced?
Promise:
.. Being a responsible servant of the student body means
being able to provide, not just a poorly managed book co-op
once a quarter, but consistent, competent action, week
after week, after week."
Fact:

This quarter there was no book co-op or carpool service
because the current administration did not organize or im
plement one. Although previous administrations admittedly
managed these operations poorly, the services were offered
and used by a great number of students. .

Promise:

". . . If you are an older student, a parent, handicapped,
foreign or Immigrant student, evening student or any other
kind of student who feels you haven't been getting your
share of your fees, please come and see me. I can be found
at the PawPrInt office and would like to hear what programs
you need."

Fact:

Moser-James is now employed off campus for approximate
ly 15 hours a week. She has set up no office hours as yet.
Aside from being present at the CSCSB hosted Student
Senate Conference and Student Presidents Association
meeting on September 23, 24 and 25 and the Faculty Senate
meeting of October 10th, Moser-James has rarely been seen
on campus by the PawPrint staff, the current AS officers, or
her constituents.

Promise:

" . . . I will serve as a competent, fiscally responsible and in
novative administrator striving to make the ASB more
responsible to the needs of the entire student body, not just
a few, select groups."

Fact:

The biggest fiscal threat to students to have ever come up in
the CSUC system is the institution of tuition. The SPA re
quested In September that each AS President make an all
out effort to campaign against tuition on their campus. Their
suggestions were: 1. that each AS President write a letter to
the editor of their school newspaper taking a stand against
tuition; 2. that each AS President set up a Task Force which

would, among other things, implement a massive letter
writing campaign to legislators, opposing tuition; 3. that
each AS President urge their college president and top ad
ministrators to take a stand on the tuition Issue. MoserJames has done none of these things to date.

As for what Moser-James has done, the facts are even more dismal.
At the recent Faculty Senate meeting on October 10th, Kent Monroe,
Dean of Students reported on the status of the Children's Center and re
quested that two faculty members be nominated and sent as represen
tatives to the Children's Center Advisory Committee (CCAC)
Each member of the Faculty Senate received a copy of guidelines
which spelled out the composition and functions of the CCAC.
Some members protested because the Faculty had no input into the
writing of the guidelines.
A motion was made and passed to strongly urge the Administrative
Council to revise the guidelines in consultation with faculty members in
the area of education and child development.
Moser-James, the only student voting member of the Faculty Senate
not only opposed this motion, but stated that she was pleased with the
guidelines as they were.
As is, the CCAC guidelines would leave the faculty and
student/parents no power to implement their ideas in the operation of
the Children's Center.
Although the CCAC cannot meet until the faculty representatives are
confirmed. Faculty Senate policy requires that a lapse of one month oc
cur between the announce of positions and the filling of positions.
If Moser-James voted against the motion because she feared that It
would delay the formation of the CCAC, she could have, at any point,
made an emergency motion to appoint two acting faculty represen
tatives untii the permanent confirmation could be made in November.
She did not.
In any case, her opposition to the revision of guidelines motion is
totally irreconcilable with her position as student advocate.
It is true that anyone can make promises.
— Dorothy Glover
Jeanne Houck

No-Alcohol Party Rule Unjust
Editor, the PawPrInt:
A new regulation has recently been enacted In the Cal. State dor

mitories. From now on no parties with alcohol will be allowed. Personal
ly I think this is a great injustice.
Previously we could have a dorm party with alcohol if a liquor permit
was Issued from the Dean of Students office. This permit was Issued
with the restriction that no person under 21 was allowed to drink, as in
accordance with state law. Now, however, no alcohol permit will be
Issued, thus no party.
Previously we could have small parties In our suite living room, as long

as no one complains. Under this new regulation the suite doors would
have to be kept locked and everyone In attendance would have to be 21
in order for any drinks to be served.
Previously I thought of these dorms as my home. Now with these new
regulations they are just another building that I happen to be spending
the night in.
I am a 21-year-old light drinking male. As a legal adult I thought I was
entitled to all the responsibilities and privileges of adulthood. But I have
conr-' to find out that since I live In the dorms I am just a college student.
—Bruce H. Jeter
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Problem With Braille Labels
Editor, the PawPrInt;

As many of you are aware, there are plastic strips with raised dots on
them in eievators and on some vending machines on campus. These
plastic strips are Braille labels for blind students to assist themselves in
getting to the right floor and in selecting items in a vending machine.
The labels are part of a federally mandated transition pian to make the
entire campus and its services more accessible to all disabled students.
There is a problem with these labels that all of us should"be aware of
and also try to help alleviate. The problem is that the iabels sometimes
fall off, or even worse, are taken off or switched. Please don't remove or
switch such labels. It makes things a lot harder for the blind students on

campus and no one wants, or needs life any harder, right? If you find a
label that has fallen off, don't try to put it back, even though It Is a very
helpful gesture. There Is a chance that you might put it in the wrong
place or put It back upside down, which wouldn't be that hard to do. In
stead call Disabled Student Services (ext. 7797) and report the labei to
them, or report it to a library staff person or a secretary in the building
and have them call.
There are tentative plans for metal plates to replace the plastic strips
and to also use the braille labels more extensively on campus. So until a
more permanent label is used, don't remove them — and report any that
you find. You'll make things a lot easier for a fellow student.
—Kathy Fortner

Explains TM
Editor, the PawPrInt:

This Thursday at noon and at 8 p.m. in LC 271 the Students' Interna
tional Meditation Society (SIMS club) will be presenting a free iecture on
the Transcendental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs. This lecture, en
titled "Knowledge is Structured in Consciousness" will be given by
guest speaker Anne Shepherd, a trained teacher of the TM technique.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
As we have all heard frequently enough, the goal of education is not
just to teach a few facts, but rather to "teach us how to think" to provide
knowledge in order to culture wisdom. One can say that "knowledge is
structured in consciousness". The amount of knowledge available to the
student in the different disciplines Is fast increasing to
finity. The is no lack in the the availabllty of knowiedge. The lack is In the
student's ability to learn it and to use it wiseiy. When consciousness is
duil even the most profound iecture will go unappreciated and unabsorbed. When the student's consciousness is enlivened, then because the
container of knowledge is greater (so to speak), more Information is ob
tained from the same iecture.
As large numbers of students have experienced. Transcendental
Meditation develops the firld of consciousness, allowing us to learn
more and to use the knowledge we have learned in a more intelligent and
humane manner. There has been a great deal of scientific research done
on the TM technique, some of which will be covered in the upcoming lec
ture. A few things that have been found repeatedly are:
. . . Learning ability increases through daiiy practice of the TM techni

que. This Included short term, long term, and organlzatfonaf memory.
. . .Grade point averages tend to increase significantly.
. . . Many studies show that mental health improves. Negative aspects
of the personality drop off and positive aspects develop.
The purpose of the Transcendental Meditation program has always
been to develop the full potential of each man and woman — to develop
what we can call a state of "enlightenment." These scientific studies are
indications of this growth towards enlightenment which occurs through
dally meditation. Enlightenment is characterized by great inner fulfill
ment and a greatly increased wisdom and enjoyment of life. Also In the
upcoming lecture there will be some discussion of the TM-Sldhi pro•gfwmThg-TW'-QtUhrtw'ogtam4TWohm9-iSfmcta[Hechrriques which speed
up the growth of eniightenment by developing what have generaily been
considered super-normal abilities.
In this scientific age, it is vital that the so far forgotten, ignored, or
unknown field of consciousness be developed. During one's student
years, the time In life devoted to gaining knowledge, it is now possible to
have complete knowledge and to systematically expand one's con
sciousness until an enlightened state of life 1$ enjoyed. This complete
knowledge is the basis of fulfillment in life; it Involves the total
knowledge of the knower and the total knowledge of the object of In
quiry. The Transcendental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs directly
provide this ability to gain complete knowledge, improve the quality of
one's life, and fulfill the age-old aspiration of humanity to create an ideal
society through the enlightenment of the individual.
->John L. Smith

No on 6
Editor, the PawPrInt:

November election time is almost upon us. It is time to analyze pro
positions to be voted on in this election. The most frightening is proposi
tion 6.
As students and faculty who should be concerned with education, you
should be particularly concerned with this issue. ( believe this initiative
was written to make legitimate the discrimination against gay people
and anybody tolerant of homosexuality, but it threatens all of us — at all
levels of education. Students should have the right to the best education
possible, not one that is limited by teachers that are afraid to speak free
ly. Teachers should have the right to discuss sociology and psychology
issues dealing with homosexuality without the government telling them
what they can and can not say. Prop. 6 sets up a weapon that anyone can
use to blackmail a teacher. It could clearly lead to a modern-day witch
hunt.
The Briggs Initiative requires termination or refusi to hire any
schoolteacher, teacher's aide, school administrator or counselor who
engages In public homosexual activity and/or homosexual conduct
directed at, or likely to come to the attention of schoolchildren or other'
school employees. Public homosexual conduct is defined In Prop. 6 as
"the advocating, soliciting, imposing, encouraging, or promoting of
public or private homosexual activity directed at or likefy to come to the
attention of school children and/or other employees." A key word in this

proposition is advocating. Advocating has a broad and vague definition.
A teacher seen In the presence of a known homosexual could be charg
ed of advocating homosexuality.
Society as a whole should be concerned with Prop. 6 for these
reasons:
1. The initiative is unnecessary as present laws already prohibit
teachers from molesting children or promoting homosexuality or any
other lifestyle in the classroom whether homosexual or heterosexual.
2. Trials will be expensive and paid for by the taxpayer. This money
could be better spent for textbooks and supplies.
3. It will deny people of the American right to freedom of speech and
association even in their own homes,
4. Any student, parent or fellow worker who is mad at a teacher can
make an accusation which would result In a mandatory hearing where
he/she would have to defend their job at a public meeting. Their private
lives would be invaded. Even if they were found Inocent, the memory of
such an experience would scar their family and their ability to teach.
It is my belief that if the people responsible for this un-American piece
of • • • • were truely concerned with the safety of school children,
and not just trying to attack the gay community, it would be written so
that it would protect children against all forms of sexual abuse. This Is
. why I urge you to vote NO on Proposition 6.
—jerry DIcklson
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Resources Available In Woman's Building
by Margo Hendricks

"The Woman's Building." If your
definition for a "Woman's
Building" Is "a building for
women" — you're only half right.
The Woman's Building had its first
beginning at the 1893 Chicago
World's Fair as an exhibit place for
women's culture. The Woman's
Building In Los Angeles is continu
ing the idea.

Located In. the industrial area
near downtown LA, the Woman's
Building Is not easily found.
As you wander through the three
story building murals, paintings
and other forms of art greet you.
Although sparsely furnished, the
building provides a place for
women to develop, whether In
theatre or literary groups,
developmental groups (such as

consciousness raising),
political awareness.

or

in

Yet the most irnportant function
of the Woman's Building can be
seen in its role as liaison between
women and their community.
"Spinning Off" is a monthly
newsletter published by the
Woman's Building detailing
women-oriented events In the Los

Angeles area. For 35o women can
find information, from art to
workshops, about women's culture
and art.
Finally, the Woman's Building is
not just for women. Anyone with
an interest in women and their
issues will enjoy the Woman's
Building, it is located at 1727 N.
Spring St., Los Angeles, OA.

How To Avoid Payment Problems
by A! Williams
The Veterans Affairs staff
welcomes our new and returning
students/veterans to CSCSB.
Our services are primarily
designed to help veterans finan
cially. However, many veterans
find our additional services
helpful, such as counseling, VAflnanced tutoring, and the services^
of the Veterans Representative
whose direct line to Los Angeles
Regional Office speeds resolution
o(, pay problems; information
about special services to those of
us who are physically limited and
Information other than educational
benefits.
Periodically we publish a
newsletter through which we at
tempt to keep you up-to-date on
changes in VA regulations and

other concerns to veterans on
campus.
Benefit programs, no matter for
what target group they may be
designed, tend to be inundated by
complicated processes and a
myriad of governing directories.
Veterans Benefit Programs are no
exception.
'• Fromihe veteran'spoint of viewr
a delay or nonreceipt of a benefit
check should have been prevented
at the time of application and he or
she usually puts the blame on the
Veterans Affairs Office.
Although it is sometimes hard to
swallow at a time when financial
output outweighs input, the
Veterans Office usually has ex
hausted all of Its resources in
resolving a problem and can do
nothing more than to rely on the

©
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0. Why do so many handicapped
students refuse assistance from
non-disabled students (i.e. open
ing doors, etc.)? —Liz
A. Liz, there are a number of
possible answers to this question,
one being the attitude of the in
dividual offering help. For In
stance, if the helper is patronizing
(can i help you, you poor thing)
then the disabled student would
rather expend the extra energy and
time to perform the particular task
himself. The individual should be
"natural" in his or her offer of
assistance. This means that the
non-disabled student should be
capable of performing a minor task
(opening a door, picking up a book
the student dropped) and than
after a thanks go on about his
business. The non-disabled should
not go out of their way to offer
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Regional Office "experts" for
relief; usually a time-consuming
proposition.
Here are some definite preven
tative measures that the veteran
can take to lessen the possibility
of problems;
a.

Do not wait until registratfon deadlines to change
personal data which may af
fect your VA benefits. Allow
for school processing time
as well as VA processing
time.
b. Do not assume that the VA
will give full credit to your
• • "
class load. (You may have
used up allowable PE units
for example.)
Undergraduates can be certified
for a maximum of 12 units of PE.

assistance.
I believe that a great deal of the
need for independence expressed
by the disabled stems from the en
vironment in which the student
was raised. If, for example, he at
tended a school where he received
several years of physical and oc
cupational therapy (and most of us,
have), independence was drilled in
to him from day one. No matter
how many hours of pain and
frustration it took him, he had to
learn to dress, cook and do
everything else for himself.
Perhaps the emphasis of the
therapy that many students
receive is counterproductive
because many are made to feel
that they are not complete men
and women unless they can do
everything for themselves.
My opinion is that I'm here to get
a college education, not to exhibit
my capability of functioning in

c.

d.

Be sure you have declared a
degree objective and that
the classes you are in apply
toward that objective.
Check with the Veterans Affairs
Office
before
repeating a class for
benefits. Repeated courses
can be certified only to
make up a failed grade.

These are just a few of the pit
falls which cause overpayment,
delay In payments of benefits, and
much frustration for the veteran. A
good prevention measure is to
check with the Veterans Office,
Student Services, Room 144, or
telephone 887-7398 if you have
questions concerning your
benefits. The office hours for this
quarter wilt be 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

dependently. My philosophy is if a
task requires less time and energy
for someone else to perform, then
let them do it. 1 feel that by atten
ding classes we have will continue
to gain the acceptance and
respect of those around us.
However, many disabled students
are^ not as comfortable with this
philosophy as i am.
Q. My friend had a generalized
seizure as a result of a motorcycle
accident he was in. Will this mean
that he will have epilepsy the rest
of his life? — Muriel Strausell
A. Not necessarily, Muriel. If
your friend went into shock as he
probably did as a result of the
traumatic experience, that In itself
could have evoked the seizure. You
can rest assured that if the
seizures don't reoccur during the
next 6 months to 1 year the chance
of your friend being an epileptic,
are extremely small.
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Choir "Retreats" To Arrowbear Music Camp
BY C. Le Baigue
and
C. Tellalis
"Lift up the person next to you,"
Loren Fllbeck, assistant professor
in music told the members of the
concert choir at the weekend
retreat to Arrowbear Music Camp.
That's just one of the techniques
Fllbeck used during the retreat to
help relax and loosen up his choir.
The choir put in nine to ten
hours of Intensive rehearsal at the
camp in the mountains over the
weekend of October 6, 7 and 8.
Jere Miller said, "The musical
quality gained from the retreat
could not have been replaced by
any amount of class rehearsals.
The retreat helped bring the choir
closer together."
"The casual atmosphere of the
camp," Ellen Manba said, "seem
ed to put everyone into a very
natural and easy-going frame of
mind."
Two dormitories provided the
choir's sleeping accommodations.
"The food," Manba explained
"wasn't elaborate but was tasty
and abundant."
The choir sang both outdoors, in
a small amphitheatre, and Indoors,

Photo by Ratpn Carlson

Choir at music retreat

In a hail complete with fireplace.
Saturday night the choir all chip
ped in and bought a ten-foot-long
roast beef grinder. They also enter-.

talned each other with individual
performances and humorous skits.
Sunday's rehearsals were
alive anci enthusiastic. The choir

sang soulfuliy and reached incredi
ble heights. November's perfor
mance should be a tremendous
success.
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Yes Comes To LA
by Tim Burke
The Mutual and Ticketron of Then, they moved to their new
fices were packed. Word had got album Tormota.
Tormota came out a week before
ten out that Yes would be appear
the concert. The music off the
ing at the Forum.
Yes played Thursday and Friday, album is more of the music Yes did
October 5th and 6th, with Friday earlier — Great! Tormoto brings
being the second to the last stop back the inspirational music that
on their American tour. Bringing Yes has presented on such albums
with them another new album as Relayer, Close to the Edge, and
(thus raising the grand total to Tales From Topographic Oceans.
The lyrics are Anderson
eleven) Yes performed on a revolv
ing stage in the middle of the originals consisting of free-ended
rhythms and phases. The album is
round under a spectacular array of
a far cry from their last release Go
multi-colored flashing lights.
Yes, unlike many other groups, ing for the One in which Yes turned
has the ability to perform live as away frorh the original format
well as in the studio. Each song which made them famous.
Tormonto tends to project more
played at the concert (with the ex
creativity
in verse and rhythm. Rick
ception of "The Fish" and a few
W
a
k
e
m
a
n's masterwork in
free plays here and there) was
keyboards
is more dominant in this
almost identical to their albums.
album
than
in the letter.
Other groups that have as many
Throughout the concert was the
albums as Yes, tend to have trou
ble playing old songs In concert — Invigorating movement of Jon
(Jumping Jack) Anderson who
not so with Yes.
Yes entered the auditorium with acted as "conductor" of the
no ijizarre or gimmlcked entrance. quintet. Besides taking the part as
They merely walked out under dim lead vocalist, he also acted as host
med lights and began to play. Their by introducing everyone else. Dur
first number was Siberian Khatru ing the concert, members of the
off the album Close to the Edge. group performed solos. Steve
Next, they moved to Hear of the Howe did an outstanding perfor
Sunrise off the album Fragile. mance on accoustic guitar playing

y** at the Forum

The Clap; a point where Yes goes
country. Rick Wakeman and Chris
Squire performed standing ovation
solos themselves.

Photo by Tim

"Tormoto 78" was a concert that
one will never forget — until they
return next year with a new show
and a new album to present to us.
The PawPTint, Octobef 17,1978
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Bill Slout: Actor, Director, Teacher
by Owen Sheeran

With his rich, booming actors'
voice, William L Siout, professor
of theatre arts, has been amazing
students at CSCSB for 10 years.
Slout, a former New York actor and
resident director of his own acting
company in Michigan, has brought
his professional talents to a finetuned edge, aii to the advantage of
his students.
This interview took place in Bill
Siout's office in the Creative Arts
Building;
surrounded
by
photographs of Slout, his actress
wife, Marte, and actor friends he
has worked with over the years.
Here and there are familiar faces
many of us have seen on late-night
movies; Edward Evert Morton, Zazu
Pitts and Geraldine Page.
Theatre Arts majors have ex
perienced Bill Slout as a teacher,
director, actor, and friend.
PAWPRINT: How would you
describe the Theatre Arts Depart
ment in terms of providing the
educational goals of students in
preparing them for either graduate
school or a career in the theatre?
SLOUT: Originally we were part
of a general Liberal Arts education
and I don't think we've changed
that much. As a matter of fact,
we've increased our services to the
general education tract. We con
tribute to a Liberal Arts education.
We are not a professional school
and do not give emphasis in any
particular area. We haven't
graduated people out Into the field
because it hasn't been the objec
tive of the department to do that.
The best we can do is prepare
students for an advanced degree
in a specific area of the theatre.
PAWPRINT: You have always
stressed the importance of seeing
theatre done outside of the area,
say in Los Angeles, to theatre
students. Why?
SLOUT: Theatrically, you can't
grow up in a cocoon. You have got
to see everything, you have got to
constantly be looking for points of
references as actors. Watching
television is very deceptive in
terms of acting. You have got to go
out and see theatre done live and
see where people are failing and
succeeding. You have to see what
is happening in terms of style in
drama and techniques of produc
tion. i don't thini^we see, as facul
ty or staff, enough plays. Our
theatre was somewhat designed
after the configuration of the Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles and 1
don't think that our technical peo
ple, and I may be wrong on this, go
to see the sets that are designed
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for the Taper in terms of relating to
the designs for our theatre, i think
we are all guilty of that.
PAWPRINT: How about the com
munity theatre in the San Bernar
dino area?
SLOUT: There's an audience
here for the theatre, but no one is
going to make any money doing it.
There are people in this town who
would like to see some very good
theatre who do not go to communi
ty theatre because it's so trivial, or
who don't go to C.L.O. (Civic Light
Opera) because it's just musical
entertainment and has no real
significance; it's just showbiz. I
think a young theatre group that is
committed enough could start a
new theatre here Jthat could be very
useful to the community.
PAWPRINT: Where would you
recommend seeing the best
theatre in the San Bernardino
area?
SLOUT: Within a 25 mile radius
from here you would probably see
the best theatre at the University of
California, Riverside.
PAWPRINT: in terms of directing,
how do you view your actors?
SLOUT: i have greater respect of
actors than anybody within 100
miles from here because i am one
and I've seen the problems, i think
for a director to be successful he
has to have respect for his actors.
PAWPRINT: As a teacher and
director you invite a difference of
opinion from your students. Does
this cause problems in your direc
ting techniques with student ac
tors?
SLOUT: Well, if you consider the
theatre arts as creative arts, and if
you consider the actor a part of
that creative art, then you have got
to allow them an opportunity to
create. I refer back to my state
ment about having respect for my
actors. I think part of that respect
is one of allowing them to create
their roles rather than to respond
to my own ''creation, it all has to fit
In a unified pattern, so does the ar
tists' brush have to develop a
unified pattern, but there are
various elements of the canvas
that have their own values.
PAWPRINT: Every theatrical
season here at CSCSB seems to
have at least one classical play.
Last year it was "The Seagull" and
the year before that "A Midsum
mer's Night Dream" was perform
ed. This year "Medea" and "A
Winter's Tale" were chosen. Care
to comment?
SLOUT: We try to give the
students a variety of plays to work.
Each director selects his own play

and tries to select it with his own
view of how it will fit into the
season. Each director does a play
he wants to do within the re
quirements of education. Anybody
who has bothered to become a col
lege professor is not going to be
satisfied with doing crap and cer
tainly doesn't feel doing trivial
plays constantly is going to con
tribute much to a students' educa
tion; not only the student who is in
volved in it, but those who come to
see the play. That does not mean a
student shouldn't occasionally ex
perience commercial fare, but we
try for substance.
PAWPRINT: You have chosen
Shakespeare's "A Winter's Tale"
to direct for the Spring Quarter pro
duction. It's not one of his wellknown plays and it's not done too
often, so why did you choose it?
SLOUT; This seems to be the
year for "A Winter's Tale." It was
done at Stratford and at the Old
Globe In San Diego this summer, i
chose it because i wanted to do
Shakespeare and I don't think
we're ready to do the tragedies yet.
I don't think we're ready to do the
tragedies yet. i don't think we have
a large group of actors with the
potential strength for the
tragedies. I have already don^ two
of the comedies. There are certain
requirements we try to fulfill when
choosing a play. One is, can we get
enough people to do it? "A
Winter's Tale" has a relatively
small cast for Shakespeare, it has
more women in it, and better roles
for women too. i picked it to work
within our limitations.
PAWPRINT: Let's go into your
background a little. Youu've been
teaching here since 1968. Care to
roll back the years?
SLOUT: Well, i was raised on
something that is almost vanished
now and that is the dramatic tent
show. My father had a tent show
from 1927-53 except for a few years
during the Thirties. That's where I
started acting and getting paid for
acting. I went to Michigan State
University and was invited to leave
during my freshman year, in 1941,
to join the Great War. I went back
there in 1946 and finished my
degree in speech, radio, and
drama, i got a graduate assistantship to Utah State in acting and all
I had to do was be in the plays, i
got my Masters' there and went
back into the real world and was
an actor from 1951-68, until I came
here, in 1965 1 decided to go back
to school and get a Ph.D. so i went
to UCLA.
PAWPRINT: in your 10 years here

at Gal-State have students in ac
ting or your directing techniques
changed much?
SLOUT: I think each time i teach
acting I become more effective. In
terms of students, now we have a
much larger group to choose from.
When I first came here, and Dr.
Barnes was here alone before that,
the department was using faculty
wives, community theatre people
and a few students for plays. In
fact, it wasn't even a department at
that time. We were under the
English Department and we didn't
have very many students, par
ticularly men.
PAWPRINT: The American
university system, as far as theatre
training, has often been criticized
because American colleges train
more potential theatre teachers
rather than actors.
SLOUT: We've often been accus
ed of that and I think you'ilprobably find more people teaching
theatre arts that have had very lit
tle background other than school.
But, I suppose you can say that
about every other discipline too.
It's not ideal because you are
perpetuating an academic point of
view that ultimately becomes stag
nant. i think we're guilty of that,
but I think that you can say the
same thing about any other depart
ment at this school.
PAWPRINT: I'd like to get back a
little to theatre in this area. Do you
consider Los Angeles a good
theatre town.?
SLOUT: If they want to be
scholars of Neil Simon, and lower,
community theatre is okay I guess.
Los Angeles is not a long drive and
the money that students spend on
movies could be spent more pro
fitably going to the theatre. There
are preview nights when theatres
have discounts and off-Broadway
little theatres with good actors.
There is a lot of theatre activity go
ing on in L.A. and it's a hell of a lot
better than going to see the River

side Community Players and other
such groups aand sometimes no
more expensive.
PAWPRINT: In closing, I was
once told by a former member of
this department that eventually a
much larger theatre would be built
on this campus just south of the
Creative Arts Building. Do you ever
see that coming about?
SLOUT: I can only say that when
that new theatre is built I will do
everything in my power to dig
myself out of the ground and at
tend opening night, and if i can't,
I'll be there In spirit.

Flag Football Action
by Tammy Salyer

Well, it looks like I just didn't give enough credit to some of the teams
In the Black and Blue League in my annual predictions. There were two
upsets in the first week of league play.
Brewery, who I predicted to be a sure loser to punco Inc. & Co., pulled
an upset victory. But Anthony Duncan assured me that there will not be
any marks in the loss column for Dunco Inc. & Co. in the future. I can only
say that if Anthony's team doesn't come through, he can eat my predic
tions!
The game between Brewery and Dunco Inc. & Co. was a close one,
with Brewery sneaking by Dunco Inc. 18-6. Brewery players of note are
Don Ashton, Francis Garcia, and Dale Conrad, who all did an outstan
ding job on the field. Anthony Duncan, Ivan Glasco, and Lloyd Caloway
of Dunco Inc., also deserve recognition for their efforts.
Another upset was carried out by the Pokers, who got by theTokay
Raiders 21-18. Watching the Poker's game, I realized that I had
underestimated them, because there are some excellent athletes on this
team. Bill Bain, Steve Knowlton, Eddie Boyd, and Eric Boyd, and.Eric
Rydell in particular did a fine job in their first game of the season.
I'm not writing off the Tokay Raiders, though, because they'll surely
come through as the season progresses. With all the talent coming out
of Tokay each year, I'm starting to wonder if the dorm is recruiting
athletes . . . Jaime Barron, Medardo Gomez and Sam Rainwater were
outstanding in the game.
I did manage to make one correct prediction, in that theShamrocks
ousted the Tokers, LTD 17-6. The Shamrocks have some talented players
in Al Estrada, Andy Roberts, and John Guzman, who greatly contributed
to the Shamrocks' victory. A minor warning: I heard talk that one of the
players on the Shamrocks is using illegal blocking techniques, and this
should be curtailed. Kerry Boykins, Mohammed Saleh, and Duane Liggins of the Tokers LTD were excellent in the game.
Pantlwaist League action proved to be a bit more predictable, with

Dunco Inc. II and Morbngo securing victories In the Blue Division. The
Moochers and Waterman Plumbers II overcame their opponents In

Brown Division play.
Anthony and Ivan's team came through as expected, winning their
first league game against the Waterman Plumbers I, 32-20. Seakerlse
Tuatoo, Ivan Glasco, and Anthony Duncan were outstanding for Dunco
Inc. II.
Pegi Roffers, Steve Knowlton and Bijan Laghael were excellent for the
Plumbers I.
Morongo pulled an upset over the Bad News Badgers, by a score of
12-6. Both teams exhibited excellent defensive play, which kept the scor
ing to a minimum. Dan Aerie of the Badgers and Dawn Meyer of Morongo
provided the offensive punch for their teams.
In the Blue Division, the Waterman Plumbers II wiped out the Sluggs
20-6, behind the football expertise of Scott Charlesworth, John Her
nandez and Paul Lemire. The two "Vats," Val Devlin and Val King, were
outstanding for the Sluggs.
And last, but not least, in a game exhibiting the "Mendonca Twirl," the
Moochers defeated Shandin Crazyhouse 39-13. Mike Oden, Dennis Men
donca and Tony Ichsan played well for the Moochers, while Tom
Cherhoniak, Terry Dickison, and Patty Wagner were excellent for Shan
din. But I still bet on the Waterman Plumbers II defeating the Moochers
in their eventual contest, "Mendonca Twirl" or no . . .
OCTOBER 20 GAME PREDICTIONS: In the Black and Blue League, it will
be the Tokay Raiders over the Tokers, LTD; Brewery will pull an* upset
over the Shamrocks, and Duncoinc. & Co. will realize their potential With
a win over the Pokers.
In the Pantlwaist League, Dunco Inc. II will score an easy win over the
Bad News Badgers; the Waterman Plumbers 1 will walk over Joshua; the
Moochers will manhandle the Sluggs, and the Waterman Plumbers II will
wipe out the Aces (before known at Yvette Cole's team).

Cal-State Skies Again
by Steve Ramras

The Ski Association at Gal-State
awakes from a long slumber
tomorrow afternoon with the first
Ski Association meeting since
1975. The meeting will be held tommorrow at noon in the lower Com
mons. Everyone from beginner to
expert is welcome to join.
The club plans many trips this
season including ones to Mam
moth and Lake Tahoe. Besides the
skiing other activities are planned,
such as parties and ski films.
The skiing this winter is going to
be the best in years. Don't be left In
San Bernardino, come enjoy the
powdered snow slopes with the
Ski Association!

Badminton Doubles Play Begins

*6** UagiM 3 en 3

Photo by Jay Engora

by Al Estrada
Co-ed badminton doubles action
got underway this last Tuesday.
There are four teams In the league,
and the first day saw the team of
Steve Booth and Val Tanguay take

two straight from Ron McGee and
Yvette Cole, 15-6 and 15-7. In the
other match Glen Alberl and Pegi
Ruffers took care of Sandra Carter
and Cornel Ormsby 15-10 and 15-8.
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Noiv accepting applications for full and part-time seasonal
work at Mountain High Ski Area. Call 249-3226.
Visually handicapped student needs rides to school and
. back. I live at Wall and 21st in San Bernardino. Please call
Gina at 886-8310.
Found: 1978 girl's class ring — initials JJZ. Owner call
Jose in #120 Badger or at 887-7425. Must present ID to get
ring.
Interested in carpooling from Victorville area. Call 245-5659.
'76 Pontiac Firebird V-6 automatic burgandy with black roof
call Valerie before noon at 883-8161 or at 383-6184 between
4 and 7 p.m.
Need a ride from Riverside Magnolia and Arlington Main
streets. Will help pay for gas. Call early in the morning or
late afternoon. Ask for Marshall 683-6486.
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at home — no ex
perience necessary — excellent pay. Write American Ser
vice 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX. 75231.
Your Army ROTC liaison officer will be in the Student Ser
vices BIdg., Room 160, on 2nd and 4th Mondays, 9 a.m. to
Noon.
Babysitter: Private room and bath, board and small salary
provided in exchange for babysitting two school-age
children. Mainly evenings and weekends. Call 883-1890.
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The Career Planning and Piacement Center, SS 116, has
these jobs listed at the time The Pawprint goes to press. All
part-time jobs are listed on the hallway bulletin board by the
Placement Office. Students are invited to check this board
for part-time employment opportunities.
Cashier. Saturday and Sunday. Craft and florist supply
store 3:30-8 p.m. San Bernardino. $2.65 per hour. (No. 160)
Custodian-Housekeeper. Monday through Thursday. 7
a.m.-12 Noon. Department store. San Bernardino. Salary
open. (No. 159)
Security Person. Four evenings and either Saturday or
Sunday. 5-9:30 p.m. Department store. San Bernardino.
Salary open. (No. 158)
Doc# IVorkers. Heavy lifting. Fontana. Days and hours to
be arranged. $9.53 per hour. (No. 153)
Merchandisers. Arranging and pricing beverage Items in
supermarkets. No deliveries involved. Heavy lifting. Must
have car. San Bernardino. 7 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday and Sun
day. $4 per hour. (No. 152)
On Campus Custodian Student Assistant. 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday. $2.73 per hour. (No. 151)
Teller. Saturday and possibly Friday also. 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
San Bernardino bank. Salary open. (No. 144)

